Taxonomic and functional beta diversity in a forest mosaic
and its implications for community assembly
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Introduction:

Figure 2: Species based beta diversity was
higher at low light under denser tree canopy.
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Summary:
* Our results suggest that species based community assembly is more stochastic in low light than high light.
* Trait based community assembly is more deterministic
in low light than high light.
* Plotting relative beta trait convergence as a function of
mean light (Figure 4) simultaneously shows the
trends seen in Figures 2 and 3: low light communities
are stochastically assembled by species and deterministically assembled by traits.
* These results support Fukami et al. (2005) who showed
that community assembly can converge in terms of
traits and diverge in terms of species.
* Using relative beta trait convergence to determine
where communities are exhibiting deterministic assembly is a new method and could prove to be a useful tool
for future studies on community assembly.
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Figure 1a: Note that communities A and
B are made up of different species (high
beta diversity) that share the same leaf
traits (low beta diversity).
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Figure 1b: Note that communities A and
B are made up of different species (high
beta diversity) that have different leaf
traits (high beta diversity).
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Methods:
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Figure 3: Trait based beta diversity was
lower at low light under denser tree canopy.

* We established 21 releve points, which captured variation
in tree canopy cover and soil moisture.
* At each releve point, we set five sample plots, in which we
recorded plant species present, estimated percent cover,
collected leaf samples from each species, and measured
soil moisture and light levels.
* In the lab, leaf samples were used to measure two leaf
functional traits: specific leaf area (cm2g-1) and leaf dry
matter content.
* We calculated taxonomic (species) and functional (trait)
beta diversity.
* Beta diversity was calculated as the minimum spanning
tree of the jaccard distances between the five replicate
plots in each releve.
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Understanding the processes that shape community
assembly is one of the key goals of ecology. One possible
mechanism of assembly is deterministic assembly, in which
species traits determine their ability to establish and persist
in a location; lack of resources, predation and disturbance
are all thought to lead to deterministic assembly. Alternatively, there is stochastic assembly, where community assembly is virtually random. One possible way to determine
which assembly process is present in a given community is
to examine beta diversity, which is the variation that exists
between two or more communities (Figure 1). Communities
that are assembled stochastically should have greater beta
diversity than communities that are assembled mainly
through deterministic niche processes (Chase 2007). Currently, ecologists have only vague ideas of where community assembly is relatively deterministic and low in beta diversity; therefore, we sought to investigate this in a forest
mosaic located at Beaver Creek Reserve in Eau Claire
County.

Figure 4: Relative beta trait convergence
(βspecies/βtraits) was higher at low light under
denser tree canopy.
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Figure 1c: Note that communities A and B
are made up of similar species (low beta
diversity) that share the same leaf traits
(low beta diversity).
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